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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the factors that affecting the quality deterioration in housing construction industry in Malaysia. A reliable survey instrument has been used for gathering the data’s from the construction project workers such as Project Manager, Construction Manager, Engineer and Supervisor. Upon that, series of analysis has been conducted to identify and confirmed the factors affecting the quality deteriorations problem in construction industry. The results indicate that construction staff’s training, the role of Managers with the top management commitment is the significant variables explaining variability of operational performance. Furthermore, a series of analysis on training factors shows the importance of necessary and suitable training which relates to quality of the products in construction industry. The study also shows that training factors was influenced by other related factors such as the manager in charge and the management commitment towards the works. As the study was within Klang Valley, the implicating factors show a general result. But in future, the studies could continue with a larger sample size. This study contributes to the important relevant factors and it’s affects in development of quality control within the construction project activities. Although other investigation was carried out on other factors but this study is focusing to the actual construction project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Construction industry in Malaysia is barely known for building of houses, design of buildings, skyscrapers, roads, drains, dams, tunnels to most of us. The establishment of huge construction works in Malaysia have brought her to the eyes of the worlds. Look at the once tallest building in Malaysia which is the Petronas Twin Tower, with other icons such as the KL Tower, KL Pavilion with also fantastic houses from the bungalows up to the low cost apartment, from single trunk road to major network connector such as North–South Highway with other reputable highways everywhere through Malaysia’s 9th Plan. This construction industry has become the main source of generating a huge cash flow in the country where it provides job scope to the people, proper infrastructure, acceptable standard of life and others.

But currently, the most important ‘disease’ which infecting the overall construction industry in Malaysia would be the monetary issues when the project could not earn sufficient income and this affecting the producer and the consumer. The construction industry is being viewed as one with poor quality emphasis
compared to other sector like the manufacturing and service sectors (Kubal 1994, Kanji and Wong 1998, Wong and Fung 1999). Down the road, if we analyze in detail, the monetary problem is actually cross link to quality issues. A lot of producers such as the developers, contractors, suppliers and others will encroach into quality field and start to manipulate the importance of the product quality which subjected to the deterioration of quality in the products. Construction industry is characterized by its non-standardization (Rowlinson and Walker 1995). A simple example would be the painting to the external houses should last at least 2 years according to the specification and warranty from manufactures. But what happen, the painting will start to flake and soon wash away within a year. Looking at this example, the paints quality was manipulated to suit the applicators need. I believe there were many people representing the producers know about it but why none of them able to tackle it and improvise it? Is it due to experience factor? Reluctant factor? Don’t know factor? Don’t want to know factor? All this factors would be affecting minimally towards the involved individuals but maximally to parties which is going to accept to the overall works at the end. Who supposed to be held responsible? Who should look into quality of the products detail? When we come to the details, there are too many questions arises but unfortunately all of them without answers.

So what is quality? Why quality is very important for a product? All of us always wanted a quality product which subject to the price we going to pay for that product without any hesitation. But most of us were cheated directly by the cosmetic quality
standard which fakes the actual nature of the product. What went wrong until the quality of the products have drop tremendously although there are the existence of Quality Control section to monitor such product? Who suppose to be blame? Who should be responsible?

1.2 Definition

Quality is defined as "the totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bears on its ability to meet a stated or implied need" as stated in ISO 8402 [ISO, 1986]. It works as a tool in order to produce the most wanted product by that particular sector. As what all of us aware, the problems with quality have already established since the appreciation of the product was made known to the world. When we mentioned about quality to the product, in a look it definitely refers to the goodness and the expensiveness of products. So the ideas of quality are very important to any buyers of that product and it depends to an initiator or the seller of the product on how to determine and control it. In Malaysia, construction industry mainly the property industry, it is an important market where buyers are ready to invest large sum of money for it, with the hope the investment will be fruitful in future. All this could only be possible if the quality of that product could be sustained in proper manner.
1.3 Problems Statement

The rate of official complaint cases regarding the deterioration of quality to the product to the developers, newspaper, television, ministry have increased tremendously in Malaysia. The market is stunted and worried of this problem where no serious attention or alternative decision was taken by any of the relevant parties. The deifying and denying era to buyers or investors by any developers, local councils and even the ministries must be change totally with the attitude and serious action must concurrently to follow. The buyers’ decision to step in to the problem and ready to make that change has created turbulence in the construction industry. The buyers drastic move was to boycott the developers products and as the result, the product will be laid down or reduction price tremendously. So, as the end financier and end user, they have all the right to determine the suitable and acceptable quality of the product.

Currently, the upcoming and most highlighted problems in Malaysian construction especially to the property industry would be the quality matter. The problems begin when the quality terms are not properly defined by the initiator and that their main intention would be pressing the developing party to follow the reasonable quality. So the main question would be what is the reasonable quality? Is the reasonable quality is determine by final end user or by the developer or by the architect of the project
or project manager and moreover is it going to be the project supervisor? Who will have
the final say and who suppose to lead the role?

So the study of this project paper will refer to the problem occurs with when the
initial supervision was related to lacking in training that causes for poor or failure in
supervision to the product that leads to quality deterioration problem in construction
industry. Why these problems happen? Does the project manager play the role well? Or is
that occurs due to controllers’ attitude problem? There are some series of devastating
quality problems such as the roof collapse at the Sultan Mizan Stadium on 6 June 2009
(The Star) where the roof construction works was completed 2 months only, the water
piping damages in PutraJaya government office on April 2007 (The Star), major cracks of
the horizontal span on Middle Ring Road 2 (MRR 2) on August 2008 (The Star), the
fungal attack to hospital equipments in Sultan Ismail Hospital in Johor Bahru on
November 2008 (NST) and many more. Everyone involves in this projects are fully
aware and persistent of the condition but this problem still exist.

What is quality? How to obtain a quality product? Who determine the quality
standard? There were numerous question regarding quality would arise if a person could
not understand the main idea and its objective. As stated in Business dictionary.com,
quality determines the measurements of excellence or state of being free from defects,
deficiencies and other variations. Other similar definitions explain the totality of features
and characteristic of a product or service that bears its ability to satisfy stated or implied
needs. As claimed by Hamzah et.al.2007, human causes the quality deterioration in construction industry.

Quality was initially introduced to the world by the first, Father of Quality, Dr W Edwards Deming followed by Dr Joseph M Juran and now the father of total quality control is Dr. Armand Val Feigenbaum. Initially, during the beginning of revolution industry, the quality idea was established for larger scale and expensive item which only the rich involved. But when things around changes and quality was set as a benchmarking options to make a selection then this would be an ultimate marks.

The graph below shows how the impact of cost influencing the required quality level. The zero default shows the costs was on the high side which means the cost required to obtain a zero default or ‘super’ quality. But the developer mind set will still look for minimizing the cost till achieve the “acceptable quality level” in which it contradicting the consumers mindset whom prepare to spent extra sum to obtain higher quality.
As a construction Project Manager, the researcher feels that they have a serious obligation on delivering quality products to the relevant consumer whom we have promised to do so during purchasing stage. But will it be possible without proper guidance and training to the relevant “agents” whom suppose to deliver quality products? This “agents” will play an important role on determining the establishment of quality in the industry. These agents are the supervisors, clerk of works, site agents and project executive whom suppose to work to uphold the quality standard of the products within their supervisions. They have to be the one whom the project managers rely on to make sure the projects are within the quality control standard as approved and agreed by the Superintendent Officer (S.O) which is the Architect or the Engineer of the projects. Juran and Deming (2003) emphasised that the achievement of quality requires supportive organisational structure with the active involvement of senior management as well as staff at all other levels.
1.4 Research Rational

Quality adherence will be more critical tomorrow. Without proper guidance and direction, the items are only a news or story to learn from the predecessor. As to what we observed and learn from previous incidents and experience, it is important that the quality awareness should be included in the workers mindset as what we face in construction daily such as the toolbox talk every morning just to remind us the necessity of safety in the industry. But in most cases, very least people will be aware of the quality awareness to the product and this some of them will be reluctant to inform their sub-ordinates on protecting and preserving the quality of the products.

Moreover, the rational of the research is very much linked to the demand of the product from construction industry. The importance of providing the sufficient knowledge about quality would lead to better product. The existence of serious and damaging cases of low quality product in construction industry have lead the ministry and government to set up tribunal court and consumer courts to help and assist the buyer or investors to re-gain their lifetime saving. So to accommodate this deteriorating problem and to stop the spread of this problem further, a necessary step requires be imposing and enforcing so the producer of the product would be more careful and aware with the changes required for the new products.
It is so disappointing, during the past years, the major group of people was not given any chance to express their dissatisfaction of the product. Anyone whom managed to buy a property is considered to be wealthy and they as the investors do not care much on the products quality. But it is not that all, the low education level with less exposure to these matters in this industry have also become an influencing factor to the deterioration of quality in the past. But at that period, less people with minimum knowledge of quality could not go further or proceed to the next level as there was also no proper channel to improve or voice it out. Everyone was made to live with it and accept the product quality as it will be surrendered to the consumer.

1.5 Objective of the Research

The goal of this study is to identify that quality deterioration at housing construction sites is affected to training.

On the other hand, this studies also to identify the other relevant factor influencing the quality deterioration in housing construction industry.

Moreover, the current study also to analyze the best and easier way to educate the site personnel.
1.6 Research Questions

1. Is the effect of training in order to produce a better quality?
2. What are the roles of management towards producing better quality products?
3. Does the management appointed managers are a contributing factor in deterioration in quality?

1.7 The Importance of the Study

This study would be a help to be a guide for construction practitioners such as Developers, Contractors with others to understand and also to provide suitable and acceptable quality for the best of the construction based consumers in Malaysia. At this current situation there is numerous factors affecting the deterioration in quality, but the most outstanding once when it happens among the practitioners especially the developer whom has the contract to deliver the acceptable product to their buyers. Problems arise when the promise was not upkeep, leading to the breach of the contract and soon to legal prosiding.

As what the industry experiences in the current latest decades, the requirement and knowledge on quality products have penetrate the market and we must agree that this procedure was taken up for the benefit of the industry. So a proper and improve guide
are required to be setup so this will become a benchmark for all the new players or venturers in this industry. Besides that, this guide would also decrease the defects problems in Malaysia and prepare better observation with strict guidelines and inspections.

1.8 Operational of Definitions

1.8.1 Quality

Firstly, I would discuss on definition of quality where it is the ability to meet or exceed customer expectation while maintaining a competitive market position as stated by Juran (1974). Also as mentioned by Sutter 1996 which is “the quality is a value no different from integrity or honesty”. It is not an objectively measured attribute as much as it’s way of business. There is no acceptable level of quality – products and services either delight or they are doomed.

As per mentioned by American Society for Quality in the year 2000 technically quality could also defined as :-

- characteristic of product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs
- product or service free of deficiencies
1.8.2 Quality Deterioration

The next, I would like to discuss the definition of deterioration as stated in business dictionary which is the reduction in extent, position, quality, rating, status, or value. Usually seen as a negative, it can have positive connotations also such as in downgrading of a risk. As per what define by World English Dictionary, the deterioration means to make or become worse or lower in quality, value, character with depreciating value and wear away or disintegrate.

1.8.3 Training

The definition of training as stated by Business Dictionary would be as a organized activity aimed at imparting information and/or instructions to improve the recipient’s performance or to help him/her attain a required level of knowledge or skill. Other definition on training would be. It is a learning process that involves the acquisition of knowledge, sharpening of skills, concepts, rules, or changing of attitudes and behaviours to enhance the performance of employees.

1.8.4 Construction Industry

Construction industry is also defined as work covers work on new or existing commercial, industrial or domestic buildings or structures. Other definitions are stated as
the industry that builds housing or industry that builds housing as stated in Audio
English.

1.9 Conclusion

As for conclusion, the need for training in order to upgrade and improve the
quality of the products is necessary. We are aware that factors influencing the
deterioration in quality were numerous but this particular factor would be the ultimate
decision maker in order to sustain and develop the acceptable products by the consumers.

By improvising the type of training with relevant skills and knowledge, the
quality deterioration problem in construction industry could be minimized tremendously.
This would cover a larger scale of construction workers with poor education background
and financial problems. The suitable training can be a stepping stone to mark the
improvement era in construction industry.

As a conclusion the needs of this study is very clear where the research is
necessary to identify the main influencing factor for the quality deterioration in housing
construction industry and to identify the way to improve with to develop necessary steps
to prohibit and overcome the deterioration problems and thus increase of human
awareness towards quality products in detail and for the betterment of the country in
general.
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Construction Waste Management is part of a growing movement towards a sustainable world. The Eleventh Malaysia Plan had played a significant role in the demands of executing major residential housing. This aim was achieved through a preliminary study and a case study method which was conducted in the Klang Valley using the qualitative and quantitative methods. First, a semi-structured interview was conducted among 20 contractors (G7) to identify the current existing process for construction waste management. The second method distributed the questionnaires and 60 responses from contractors (G7), clients and consultants were received on the barriers in the construction waste management process.